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What Do Our Customers Say?
We do our best to provide a great experience for every shopper! But don't just take our word for it...
More Reviews




We chose our Quaker shed because of the build quality compared to other brands. It is solidly built and looks good too. We bought the
…

 We chose our Quaker shed because of the build quality compared to other brands. It is solidly built and looks good too. We bought the last one on the lot and had a hard time getting a delivery date, but after leaving several unanswered messages to Montana Sheds, I contacted the local dealer and finally got a delivery date along with phone numbers for the driver. Dale called the day before delivery to give me a time. Not only was Dale on time, but he was extremely proficient and particular. He put the shed exactly where we wanted it, leveled it and even adjusted the door!
Read more “We chose our Quaker shed”


Shelley Lish
Inkom, Idaho




I bought a shed off the lot in Browning last July (2022). Delivery was easy. We needed shelter and a place th keep bears and
…

 I bought a shed off the lot in Browning last July (2022). Delivery was easy. We needed shelter and a place th keep bears and food separated. We insulated, wired and paneled the interior. We installed a kitchen this summer. Wonderful experience! We recommend Montana Shed to anyone that asks. Sam and Susie Howard.
Read more “I bought a shed off”


Samuel Howard
Babb, montana




My chicken coop was delivered last week and I absolutely love it! It was delivered within two weeks of ordering and the workmanship is amazing!!
…

 My chicken coop was delivered last week and I absolutely love it! It was delivered within two weeks of ordering and the workmanship is amazing!! The salesman in Miles City, Robert, was great in answering all of my questions and concerns. The delivery guy, Jason, was also very kind in accommodating my work schedule. Upon delivery he made sure it was placed correctly and answered any questions that I had.  I am very happy with my coop and I would definitely recommend Montana Shed Center to everyone!  Start to finish a great experience!!
Read more “Pam Beardsley”


Pam Beardsley
[image: ]




I was able to design the absolute coolest most high quality she-shed I could have ever dreamed up! The customer service was amazing, very very
…

 I was able to design the absolute coolest most high quality she-shed I could have ever dreamed up! The customer service was amazing, very very helpful! I never thought I would ever be able to have a custom built shed, but Montana Shed Center literally made my dream affordable! Somewhere I can craft and create no matter the season! Highly recommend them and will continue to tell everyone I know:) Thanks Montana Shed Center!!>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Stacie Peterson
Read more “Hunter Peterson”


Hunter Peterson
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After looking around and pricing other sheds we decided that the quality and workmanship of Montana Sheds surpassed anything else out there. We got a
…

 After looking around and pricing other sheds we decided that the quality and workmanship of Montana Sheds surpassed anything else out there. We got a 12×16 Hi-Side barn. From my original dealings with Jim, the salesman,  to Dusty, the delivery and a follow up call to ask if we were satisfied with the whole process was great . They were professional,  pleasant and helpful.  It was delivered within a week. The whole experience was great. We do recommend Montana Shed Center, very happy customers!
Read more “Betsy Sheridan Melin”


Betsy Sheridan Melin
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I called Montana Shed to order a loafing shed for my horses, the gal Alexis who helped me was outstanding, they were back logged for
…

 I called Montana Shed to order a loafing shed for my horses, the gal Alexis who helped me was outstanding, they were back logged for ordering but she sold me on a much larger shed they had in stock and verified with me that there was no delivery charge to Ennis.  I agreed to the price and gave my cc to complete the deal
 A few days later a gentleman called me to schedule delivery, I re arranged my work travel and set the date.
 24 hours prior to delivery Alexis calls me while I’m on my business trip to inform me that there will be a 1,500 delivery fee and that she was sorry they made a mistake however if I would order one there would be no delivery fee
 Upsetting as it was I just said no and to refund my money
 Update!
 Joe one of the owners just called and wants to make it right and build exactly what I want
 Save!!!!!!
Read more “Christian Pederson”


Christian Pederson
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We purchased our shed in Shelley,Idaho the young man who helped us was very knowledgeable about all aspects of the shed— we wanted bigger doors
…

 We purchased our shed in Shelley,Idaho the young man who helped us was very knowledgeable about all aspects of the shed— we wanted bigger doors and a loft  and he got all the measurements and showed us the complete shed with our measurements.
 I received a call from the shed Company and they  told me the day we were set up for delivery!!
 The young man who delivered the shed was amazing getting the semi backed up between an old car and our house, under power lines and unloaded it on our railroad ties and adjusted it and it looks great!!
 We are so happy with our shed and our neighbors love it, too!! I may have talked a few into buying one!!
 Thanks to all who helped us out at Montana Shed Company!!!
 Linda Cardona
Read more “Linda Cardona”


Linda Cardona
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I purchased a custom designed Quaker animal shed for my Alpacas. The designing staff at Montana Shed were knowledgeable and TRUELY acceptable to my needs.
…

 I purchased a custom designed Quaker animal shed for my Alpacas. The designing staff at Montana Shed were knowledgeable and TRUELY acceptable to my needs. When assisting me, if they could not answer my question, they would find someone in the office that could.
 The shed was completed in an timely manner in a high demand situation. The delivery personnel (Justin Kropf) was proficient and very articulated to detail in his delivery. It was truly a good experience from start to finish. I love this shed and would refer and buy another from this company.
Read more “Dawn Allee”


Dawn Allee
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